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Then the Citroen DS 19

was

Uunched in October 1955 it must

have seemed a remar*ably futuristic
vehicle. It's almost hard to believe that
the now familiar aerodynamic styling of
the D was introduced all of thirty years
ago, achieving wind rcsistance figrrres
which were at least twenty yeas ahead
of most other saloon cars.
adventurous on the pan
of Ciuoen to produce a car which effectively
sidestepped some of the rends emerging at
Was

it not rather

the time? They avoided the conventional
uniury construction method by buil.ling

an

unstressed body (with a glass fibre roofand
aluminium bonnet) on a rigid pladorm chassis. They employed the then 'nique selflgyglling hydropneuraatic suspension system

which also allowed a choice of five ride
heights selected by a lever adiacent to t}te

driver's seat, and applied hydraulic power to
the 'brakes and gear chang:rng, and power
assistance to the steering as well. And they
retained front wheel drive whichwasunusual

then and has not been widely adopted
elsewhere to this day in cars of this size.
!7as the D Series too revolutionary to suc.

Not at dl.'Almost lL1 millioa €rs rpers
produced over twenty years, and they was
only one noteworthy change to the orternd
appearance of these cars throughout the
period during which many manufacturers
ceed?

introduced maior styling revisions every few
years and cosmetic changa dmost rnnually.
Vhat about these cars today, ten years
after production ceased? Are they still a tribute to inspired Groen engineering, or have
they by vimre of their particular refnements
become expensive liabilities for their owners?
I will answer these questions in a moment,
but first let's have a brieflook at the development of the range.

The D Series range
There were two Citroen-made body styles,
the saloon, and the estate version (from 1959)

which was known in the UK as the Safari.
There was also a drophead coupe built from
1958 to 1972 by Henri Chapron and known as
the Decapotable, of which imports to the UK
ceased well before production due to difificulties in mee :ng our seat-belt regulations. A
modifrcation of the Safari was the Familiale
with three rows of forward fasing seats, and a
particularly well appointed saloon based on
the DS and known as the Prestige was available from 1959 to 1961. The laner was hand
finished by Chapron and its equipment
included a push buttoo radio, a radio telephone, and a division. Having noted these
variations on the theme (by no means a complete list) it must be said that most surviving
cars date from tle 1970s and that most of
these are saloons.

Origindlythe DS models wereintended to
have the bener specification with the hyd-

raulic system involving the suspensioo, steering, brakes and gears, and the cheaper iD had
the hydraulic suspensions only. However the
iD was given power braking around 196l and
optional assisted steering later and to confuse
matters furttrer a manud gearchange hame
available for the DS during 1962. The 'Pallas'

trim option, a better level of trim,
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became

available on the DS models from September
1964 and although it remained optiond the
majority of DS models in the UK were fitted
with its whereas it should not be in any iD.
The list of models which form part ofthis feature was kindly supplied by Mr Guy Pursey
of the Citroen Car Club s1d is 6snfingd 1s
tlose models known to have been sold in the
UK (exclurling the Decapotable). You will
notice that nearly all the Sararis were based

upon the iD specification.
September 1967 saw the introduction of
the revised front end styling which included
faired-in headlamps rather than the earlier
arangement of a single headlamp built into
the front of each front wing.
There were a number of other mechanical
changes too. Until l!)65 all Ds were powered
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by the same l9l lcc four cylinder in-line engine
which dated back to the 1930s. In llb5 a rede
signed engine of 1985 or 2l75cc became available for dl but the iD models and the gearbox
was also redesiped but reocained a four speed
box with either hydraulic or manual control. In
l9(i5 theiD modelsweregiven the newe.gtne.
In 1970 a five speed gearbox was introduced,
and in l97l a Borg ITar:rer automatic transmission was also available (but not in the UK).
Electronic fuel injection was introduced for the
1970 season (some models continued to use
carburenors) and there was an engine capacity
incoease to 2347cc for some models from 1973.
The maiority of Ds were built in France
dthough a substantial number were made in
Belgium and elsewhere including Slough, F'ngland. Slough production ceased in llb6 but
you can tell a Slough built D by its all-Lucas
electrical equipment.

Spares...
The spares siruation for 1968 or later
models is fairly good. Mechanical
parts present few problems, a wide
range being available from the Cit-

roen Car Club's
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Spares
Scheme (and you will of course
ioin the club) as well as from
independent specialists. Some
A DS 19 Cabriolct - srrely one d the prcttiest
coantibbs of all. Tlu Deaptable, as it is calld,
is trrlut run ord efta uafurylt.
Photo courtesy of Guocn C:rs
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original body panels are available but are said
to be expensive, and my impression is that
owners tend to avoid them, preferring
instead to effect local repairs, using the glass
fibre rear wings or door bottoms which are
available. This is entirely understandable but
may not be beneficial in tlte longer term.
IThat happens when the value ofthese cars
increases to the point at which larger scale
restoration work becomes more viable? !7ill
not the original panels then be regarded as an
enormous asset, and will they still be available or long since scrapped due to lack of
demand? Some rubber and small trim items
are becoming hard to find even for the later
models.
Pans for the earlier cars, like the cars themselves, are relatively more rtifficult to come by.
Bear this in mind should you consider buyng

H

one of the earlier models, and again, seek
specific advice relating to the car in question
through the Gtroen Car Club if possible before

paningwith yourmoney.

What to look

I

for

Two factors should be remembered when
a Gtroen D. Firsdy, these cars are
complicated machines compared with most
of our buying feature subjects. Secondly,
although the cars themselves (with certain
exceptions) are not panicularly expensive - a
reasonable good saloon can still be found for
around C700 - major repairs cre expensive.

examining
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PRACTICAL CTASSICS BUYING
The youngest of these cars is now ten years
old*Some will be structurally unsound and

Citroen D - principal areas to look for rust etc.

EAT

others will be close to needing at least several
hundred pounds spent on mechanical work.

It is obviously worth avoiding both of these
categories especially as there is not yet a shortage ofDs op the market. Do join the Ciuoen
Car Club and iake a knowledgeable fellow
member along with you to help assess your
potential purchase. If in any doubt, look for
another car, and don't be too fussy about
which model you want but simply buy the
best car you can afford in terms of condition

r

alone.

The main problems which you will be
looking for fall into four groups. Firstly,

strucrural corrosion on the platform chassis'
Secondly, non-structural corrosion on other
panels. Thirdly, hydraulic system faults.
Fourthly, other major mechanical faults.
Remember that the strength of these cars is
dependent upon a sound underside which is
unaided by a stressed bodyshell. If there is
rust underneath a Ciuoen D you must find it.
Feel where the venicsl sills meet t}te horizontal floorpan - there should be no'give'in
either when pushed hard. Check the whdle
body area between t}te rear wheels and especially where ttle suspension trailing arms are
mounted and if any of these areas are suspect
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A. The entire undersid€, especially the area bet- G. The undertray and front wing mounting bracween the rear wheels.

ketrs.

B. The rnounting areas for the rear suspension H. The wheel arches

-

inner and outer skins.

J. Sagging doors may indicate rust around lower
trailing arms.
C. Where the floorpan irins the sills, also the lon- hinges in partiqrlar.
gitudinal box sec'tions.
K. Door bottoms.
D. The mounling brackets for the rear suspension L. Rear wing support brackets and fonrvard edges
of wings.
spheres.
E. Look for evidence of leaks around the perime- M. Rear of wings, inner and outer panels.
N. Boot floor, also check rear edge of bootlid.
ter ot the rmf (inside).
O. Footwells (inside).
F. The front number plate housing.

then move on to the next car. The box sections
along each side of the car are rust-prone (in
serious cases the floor breaks away) and weldtng *il certainly damage the hydraulic pipes
within the box sections, thus adding to the
overall cost ofthe work. Check the brackets
which locate the rear suspension spheres.
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Significant rust here should warn you that

chassis rust in the vicinity will be even
worse.
Exterior panels, though not structural, are
still capable of rusting with the exception of

ttre aluminium bonnet (which can crack

instead!) and the glass fibre roofpanel around
which water leaks can occur causing staining
or actual dampness inside. The front numberplate housing rusts as does the undertray
near the wheelarches, and you should check
that the front wing mounting brackets (near
the bumper) are intact and that the inner and
outer skins of the wheelarches have not separated.
Look for sagging doors which may indicate

weakness due

to rust
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hinges, and see how much rust tlere is in the
door bottoms. Rear wings are supported by a
single bolt near the rear lamp on each side, a

bracket about halfuay along (on saloons)
which should be checked for rust, and by
their forward edges which are dso
argl.

a

rustprone

Look for evidence of water in the front

footwells and the boot floor. If water is present but the tinware is intact ttren you simply
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PRACTICAT CIASSICS BUYING FEATURE: The Citroen D Series
have a pialing problem, but if rust is getting
a hold then that important platform is being
anacked from both sides.
It is probably as well that the hydraulic system on these cars has been fairly sturdy and
not prone to major problems. However, the
cars iue not getting any younger and you
should check for leaks and carry out a few
checks to see that all is working correcdy.
Anything more than a slight trace of dampness due

to

a hydraulic

fluid leak should be

viewed with the greatest suspicion. Check
that the car setdes at a normal ride height
shortly after the engine is started, and that
the (audible) hydraulic pump operates only
occasionally thereafter. You should be able to
rock the steering wheel or press the brake
pedal two or three times without activating

Whatto pay?
The short answertofris is thatyonsftdlHbo
aimir€ to buy a car In lte bes[ pos@ cord],

tbn, ard drrce good exardos ary4cil y8l

exp€nsive, sp€rd as mwh as 1,ou can afford
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the pump, and if the suspension is healthy ir
should be possible to press each corner of the
car downwards and see it rerurn to normal
height. Check too that the manual height
control lever (ro the right of the drivers seat)
operates the system in all five positions.
Find out as much as you can about the cars

maintenance history, since

documented it should be enormously helpful
to you (or certainly to your knowledgeable
adviser). Clutches are said to last berween
50,000 and 90,000 miles and changing them
is an engine out iob. Yes, it is expensive but
it does present an oppoftunity to change the
front brake discs as well and also the power

steering unit. I have been told that these
engines do not break and should run for
200,000 mils5 b€twssn overhauls. There

should be no water loss (check the level) and
no evidence ofoil burning, but there is not a
great deal of checking that you rn do short of
dismanrling the thing except that you should
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would say that these cars are an acquired
taste for drivers and passengers alike. The

ride is, as you would expect, incredibly

smooth, so much so that it is said to promote
car sickness in those who have any tendency

in this dLection, though I must admit that I
have seen no evidence to support this claim.
The later cars can be driven quite rapidly
with ease, and a fair amount of roll occurs on
fast corners and bends, as well as pitching
when braking firmly. It is too easy to brake
firmly until you get used to the control which
is a rubber'button'on the floor where you
would expect to find a pedal - this requires a
very light touch and should be treated with
the utmost respect by novices - bear this in
mind when test ddving your proposed

purchase.

drive it, and listen, bearing in mind that it

Tlw

although Pallas trimmed cars are bener insu-

assisunce in the preparaion of this articlc.

may seem noisy by modern standards

n

tniur wishes m thanh Mr Guy Punq and Mr
Nigel ViA of the Cinom Car CIub for their ganerous

lated.

Do look for a good interior (not forgening
the roof leaks and the rusty floors) as there is
no need to buy a tatty one, and while you
were looking under the car did you check the
condition of the tyres and the exhaust system?
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Replacements are expensive.
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Driving a Citroen D
Based largely upon experience of a selection
of late '60's models which I drove at the time
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